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Background

Water is a key global resource and connectivity is a
quintessential property of freshwaters; it is the means by
which energy, materials and genetic resources move
within and among hydrological units (e.g. lakes, ponds,
rivers & streams) of the landscape; the ‘hydroscape’.

Connectivity is intimately associated with the ability of
organisms to persist in disjunct habitats and can also
promote ecosystem resilience by influencing genetic
variation or providing links to refugia. However,
connectivity may also increase exposure to stressors that
can impact the function and integrity of these systems1,2.

‘More,	bigger,	better	and	joined?’

Restoration practices often focus on increasing connectivity
on the premise that greater connectivity will increase
diversity & resilience3. However, increasing connectivity in
freshwaters exposes a basic tension between desirable
(promoting resilience) and undesirable outcomes
(increasing the spread and impact of multiple stressors).

The critical question we address is how connectivity and
stress interact at different spatial (local, landscape and
national) and temporal scales and across 3 contrasting
landscapes; urban (greater Glasgow), upland (Cumbria) and
agricultural lowland (North Norfolk).

Initial	data	collection
Sampling of 24 focal lakes across the 3 hydroscapes covers
benthic sediments, invertebrates & aquatic plants, deep
water cores and fish samples for metal contaminants. Using
biological, physical (e.g. bathymetry) and stress data (e.g.
waterborne pathogens) combined with novel connectivity
indices we can begin to tease apart the effects of
connectivity and stress on waterbody health.

Applications
The inherent connectedness of freshwaters contributes to
their unparalleled rates of species extinction4. Therefore
managing multiple environmental stressors and their
interaction with connectivity is crucial to the long-term
sustainability of fresh waters.
Connectivity across the hydroscape has already been
transformed by Man and will continue to be altered; it will
also become increasingly distorted by climate change (e.g.
floods, droughts). Integrating connectivity and stressors
into a single framework is an imperative part of managing
freshwaters more sustainably and enhancing resilience.


